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Research Synthesis 
(Research synthesis points coincide with the meaningful insights below.) 

1. Users found it tedious to manually type trainer information into the system.  
2. Users were miffed at the nav bar button “Cohort Manager” and were not sure what 

the point of the page was.  
3. Users voiced annoyance at the mis-ordering of the cohorts in the filter list on the 

left side of the page.  
4. Users were not able to add or remove training requirements.  
5. Users wanted to view the total number of cohort attendees in a cohort at the top of 

the page. One user said, “Can we say how many people are in here?” 
6. Users wanted to view all the training requirements for each trainer, but also the full 

column title (which was hidden in a tooltip) but found that the page contained so 
much info.  

7. Some users missed the “Search Trainers” link on the nav bar. 
8. Users wanted to be efficient and effective with their work.  
9. Users were unable to filter trainers and then batch email all those filtered.  

Meaningful Insights 
(Meaningful insights coincide with research synthesis points above.) 

1. Users would benefit from being able to import trainer information into Trainer 
Tracker.  

2. Users would like to understand the purpose of the “Cohort Manager” page and are 
confused by its current label.  

3. Users’ efficiency is affected when they need to search for the desired cohort in an 
unordered list.  

4. Users would benefit from having the flexibility of adjusting the training 
requirements if they would change.  

5. It would help the users’ efficiency if the total number of cohort attendees were listed 
at the top of the page.  

6. Findability and speed would be increased for users if the information displayed on a 
page was laid out with better spacing, sorting, naming, and flexibility. The filter 
option takes up space on the left side of the screen and may offer more table space if 
moved.  

7. Users needed to search for trainers, but glossed over the option because it lacked 
visibility.  

8. Adding options to enable TT to be more powerful and to eliminate processes for the 
users will help them be more efficient and effective at work.  

9. Users’ workflow would be simplified if they were able to select trainers and email all 
of them in one set.  



 
Prototype Plan 

Most important findings 
(Points listed below coincide with the meaningful insights and research synthesis points above.) 

2. Users would like to understand the purpose of the “Cohort Manager” page and are 
confused by its current label.  

3. Users’ efficiency is affected when they need to search for the desired cohort in an 
unordered list.  

4. Users would benefit from having the flexibility of adjusting the training 
requirements if they would change.  

5. It would help the users’ efficiency if the total number of cohort attendees were listed 
at the top of the page.  

6. Findability and speed would be increased for users if the information displayed on a 
page was laid out with better spacing, sorting, naming, and flexibility. The filter 
option takes up space on the left side of the screen and may offer more table space if 
moved. 

Tasks to focus on 
- Users adding and editing trainer information.  
- Users use of the database for filtering and observation of the cohort’s progress.  
- Users management of the program requirements. 

Description of new features to include 
- Filtering cohort trainers ↦ emailing all trainers filtered.  
- Modification of the training requirements.  


